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the ticket to ride box set is no longer included in the
standard game box. instead, the game comes in a
box of tickets that you print out at home. this is a

good way to save a few dollars. if you play ticket to
ride online, you will always be given a single ticket.
you won't be given an additional ticket as you did in
the ticket to ride box sets. ticket to ride is the one

game on steam that does not have a box set.
instead, you will find a box of 40 tickets inside the
game box. i'm still not sure why this is the case. i
can only assume it's because steam allows you to
use a qr-code, and the qr-code on the ticket box
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looks better, takes less space, and uses less ink. the
base game costs $60. if you add the cities & states
and the ticket to ride box set it will run you an extra

$20. that will run you to a final price of $80. the
ticket to ride box set is only available to people who
have already purchased ticket to ride or the cities &

states box set. there are no additional cities or
states included in the ticket to ride box set.

however, you can expand the game by purchasing
the cities & states expansion pack for an extra $20.

the cities & states expansion pack also gives you
additional collectible cards to add to your game. to
activate your ticket you will need to be able to print

it out. that means you will need to be able to
connect to a printer, and you will need to be able to
print. the instructions for activating the ticket can be

found here.
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the thing i think everyone should have in their game
collection is a game that is fun to play with family
and friends. ticket to ride is one of those games. if
you play it with friends and family, there is never a

dull moment, and you always have a good time. it is
also extremely easy to teach to someone who has
never played, and people dont really care that you
dont really understand the rules right away. once
you play a few games, you start to learn the basic
principles, and youll be playing in no time. what i
like most about this game is that you play a train,

but you can still customize it to your heart's content.
you can have as few or as many trains as you want.
some people like having trains that are really long,

while other people like a train with two or three
stops. you also cant wait to start taking cards. if

youre not careful, youll end up filling up your train
with unneccesary cards. then, when youre trying to
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get a card into your next station, it will try to go in
the wrong direction, and youll end up having to

make the reverse of the journey. if you dont do this,
youll find yourself with a train full of cards, and no

place to put them. this is where youre forced to
make a decision. are you going to keep the cards for

later, or are you going to give them to a friend or
someone who really needs the cards to finish their

train? i like to ask my friends and family which cards
they really need, and then i give them to them. this
way, theyre not sitting around with a pile of cards,

and they can actually finish their train. i feel that this
is another reason why ticket to ride is so awesome.
you always get some cards for yourself, even if you

dont finish your train. youre always rewarded for
playing the game, and you can customize your game

to your heart's content. 5ec8ef588b
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